La ciudadanía comunicativa, aproximaciones preliminares

Para entender la relación entre comunicación, ciudadanía y derechos es necesario analizar por separado tres campos de la comunicación: el político, el social y el cultural. La investigación que se presenta en este artículo busca desarrollar un nuevo concepto de ciudadanía comunicativa, un modelo y unas herramientas metodológicas que permitan abordar de manera comprehensiva e integradora la relación entre comunicación, ciudadanía y derechos. El proyecto contempla el análisis de los regímenes socio-comunicativos en un contexto de conflicto armado (Colombia), en un contexto multicultural enfocado hacia la acción política de los migrantes (Reino Unido), y en una sociedad donde el control político gubernamental afecta los derechos políticos y de expresión (Italia). El objetivo es describir, analizar y explicar cómo estas condiciones afectan los derechos humanos en estos países y cómo se puede exigir justicia, igualdad y libertad desde una perspectiva de la comunicación.
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Esta investigación es un proyecto que comenzó en la Universidad de Nottingham, Reino Unido, en el 2009, bajo la supervisión del Dr. Nick Stevenson. En el 2011, la Universidad de Huddersfield (Reino Unido) acogió este proyecto para desarrollar una ajuste teórico más preciso y pertinente y proponer estudios comparados sobre la temática. Este artículo presenta brevemente algunas de las construcciones teóricas realizadas hasta el momento.
Communicative Citizenship, Preliminary Approaches

Introduction

Currently, in order to understand the relationship between communication, citizenship and rights it is necessary to analyze three fields separately: the political communication field, the social communication field and the cultural communication field. The boundaries of these fields are not static, they are very dynamic, it is possible to find intersections between them, and reflections on citizenship are very common in these studies; especially to try to understand what kind of new responsibilities and rights do citizens in Western societies have when new social conditions appear (Globalization, Information Age, Neo-Liberalism), how these new conditions affect, transform and change the sense of “citizenship” itself, and what kind of new communicative regime emerge (Curran 1997; Todorov 1999; McNair 1999; Curran and Morley 2006; Castells 2006; Rey 2007; Mcloughlin & Scott 2010).

However, social researchers only developed specific approaches to these fields separately and it is possible to find well-developed research, reflections, debates and arguments in these fields. In other words, it is possible to find an “academic tradition” for these issues in contemporary studies, but there is a lack of comprehensive and integrative approaches. In a nutshell, it is possible to independently understand the characteristics of the communicative regime in terms of political, cultural and social dimensions, but always unconnectedly. This situation has five implications: firstly, it is not possible to understand in holistic terms, the relationship between communication, citizenship and rights; secondly, explanations of communicative regime are limited to specific fields and usually in instrumental terms; thirdly, a lack of information about causes and consequences of contemporary social communicative transformations; fourthly, deficient connections and links in order to understand the conformation of public spheres in Western societies; and finally, limitations to the comprehension, analysis and research of socio-communicative field in society and its links with contemporary social science studies.

In this context, this paper will try to present the theoretical frame of the research “Commu-
nicative citizenship, another dimension of rights” (supported by the University of Huddersfield) that developed a concept of “communicative citizenship”, a model and methodological tools, to create a comprehensive and integrative approach to the relationship between communication, citizenship and rights, and overcome this gap.

There are four principal aims of this research: firstly, to define the concept of communicative citizenship and to create linkages with the communicative dimensions of social, cultural and political rights; secondly, to build a map to understand this model and the relationship between communication, democracy and rights; thirdly, to develop a methodological box to produce different indicators for use in case studies, especially to understand the communicative regimes in different contexts; and finally, to generate empirical and qualitative data to compare categories and results. The principal objective of this research is to give provisional answers to the following question: Could the concept of communicative citizenship provide a new approach to integrate all the communicative dimensions of cultural, political and social rights and help to develop better democratic public spheres in Western societies?

Moreover, this research has five important significances: first, to overcome the traditionally instrumental consideration of the relation between communication and citizenship; second, to explore other dimensions of citizenship in the information age and the globalization process; thirdly, to begin to create methodological tools to analyze the different communicative regimes in Western societies; fourthly, to generate empirical and comprehensive data to understand contemporary communicative regimes; and finally, to contribute to the academic relationship between sociology, communication and politics and their implications for the democracy in the long term.

Once again, this paper will focus on the theoretical approach of this research in order to show contemporary ways to understand the communicative citizenship concept and the relationship of this new category with other social science fields.
has been revitalized because values of equality, diversity, respect, solidarity and freedom have been expressed through different kinds of social and media narratives, affecting mentalities and representations of liberal ideas in public opinion.

Thirdly, the tie between citizenship and the main characteristics of a democratic regime (constitutionality, participation and rational choice) are now affected by the symbolic centrality of the new technologies of communication and information, allowing citizens to take a more active role in the public sphere. Now the citizen has more communicative resources with which to receive quality information about public issues, and has different channels to express diverse points of view in the public sphere. In the same way, this new communicative context helps scholars to once again reconsider different perspectives of the “ideal concept” of the public sphere in liberal democracies (e.g. ideal concept from Habermas, Mouffe, Touraine) and how it is possible to build a strong civil society that demands respect of universal human rights principles.

Fourthly, the urgent need for a new set of rights, especially communicative rights, emerged as a consequence of the tension between communication and citizenship, because the new socio-communicative regime provides other ways of understanding the role of communication in the public sphere and how this new role transforms the traditional meanings of concepts such as democracy, representation, rights, duties, responsibilities and participation in contemporary social structures. Finally, the relationship between citizenship and communication can be used to try and develop a more democratic media system, and this new socio-communicative regime would highlight the central role of communication in contemporary society.

These interconnections incorporate the ideas of scholars like Curran (1997), Todorov (1999), McNair (1999), Stevenson (2003), Castells (2006), Curran & Morley (2006), Rey (2007) and McLaughlin & Scott (2010), and are the principal resource that I will use to develop the category of communicative citizenship. However, before explaining the concept and model of communicative citizenship in this paper, it is necessary to first focus on two central theoretical aspects: firstly, to understand the reconfigurations of the category of citizenship and its links with other social categories; and secondly, to analyze the intersections between the communicative dimensions of political, social and cultural rights and the new meanings of citizenship, in order to then explore what set of new rights and duties will emerge in this new context.

**First piece: understanding citizenship challenges**

Taking a traditional approach, Charles Tilly defines citizenship as a tie or special sort of contract (Tilly 1995) and provides the next definition of citizenship:

> "A continuing series of transactions between persons and agents of a given state in which each has enforceable rights and obligations uniquely by virtue of (1) the person's membership in an exclusive category, the native – born plus the naturalized and (2) the agent's relation to the state rather than any other authority the agent may enjoy" (Tilly 1995, p.8).

Stevenson (2003) argues that the category of citizenship is “more often thought to be about membership, belonging, rights and obligations. In institutional terms the terrain of citizenship is usually marked out by abstract legal definitions as to who is to be included and excluded from the political community” (Stevenson 2003, p.4), in other words, “The state demands loyalty from the individual, and in return, the individual could expect duty of care and protection from the state. This conception of citizenship (...) prioritizes political belonging” (Yip 2008, p.102). However, writers like Castells (1997; 2006), Bauman (1998; 2007), Beck (2000; 2002), Plummer (2003), Stevenson (2002; 2003), Croucher (2004), Held (2004), Hermes (2006), Sassen (2007), and Vertovec (2009) share the view that
the traditional concept of citizenship is in crisis, reconfiguration, threat or reconceptualization, because new social characteristics, in particular migration flows, transnational practices and the crisis of the Neoliberal agenda, have affected the original homogenous meaning of citizenship and its link with the nation-state.

Figure 1.
Classical meaning of citizenship category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syncretic relationship between citizenship and the nation-state concept that produces a sort of specific process of identification and belonging where the dichotomies inclusion-exclusion and “them”-“Us” are crucial.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three categories of citizenship rights (Marshall 1992): The eighteenth century emergence of civil rights, nineteenth century emergence of political rights and twenty century emergence of social rights.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Terms such as “global citizenship” (Falk 1994), “media citizenship” (Castells 1997), “cultural citizenship” (Stevenson 2003), “intimate citizenship” (Plummer 2003), “cosmopolitan citizenship” (Held 2004), “ecological citizenship” (Dobson 2004) or “transnational citizenship” (Vertovec 2004) are some examples of these new forms of individual and collective citizenship experiences, where a new set of rights, duties and responsibilities have emerged that also link to other dimensions of citizenship. At the same time, phenomena like migration, new technologies of communication and information and transnational experiences have an enormous responsibility in the creation of these new social categories.

If in the last decades the category of citizenship has focused on creating a bond with civil, political, social and cultural rights, it is now necessary to consider another set of rights and duties to understand the development of the actual social structures and the new communicative regime around them. Stevenson (2003) argues that “the
development of new conflicts, networks, cultures of risk and reflexivity, globalization and commodification have transformed the operation of citizenship” (Stevenson 2003, p. 33) and, definitely, these contemporary citizenship transformations need, at the same time, to ask what consequences these operations have in categories such as power, mobility, identity, ethnicity and in social processes like the formation of civil spaces of participation, the construction of public spheres, or the reconfigurations of the traditional shapes of public opinion.

My main argument is that there is an urgent need to create a new concept or category to develop another approach to the rights, responsibilities and duties in connection with this new set of citizenship experiences, especially from the communication field, that affect other social categories like identity, ethnicity and power as well. If the category of citizenship is now in “crisis” it is necessary to explore other social categories in order to understand other social processes where the base is this category in itself (Bauman 1998; Castells 2006; Vertovec 2009), focusing on how a new set of rights, responsibilities and duties start to emerge in the public sphere.

To conclude this part, it is necessary to make three final assertions. Firstly, it is clear that the new communicative and informative global context has helped to change traditional social categories and processes (like citizenship and identity formations for example), and now questions about other dimensions of citizenship, and what kind of new rights, responsibilities and duties will emerge in this context is the key to understanding the transformations of the contemporary social structure. Secondly, asking how different public spheres are formed, the new role of citizens in this process, and what actions the media, the State, the market and civil society have to develop in order to democratize and diversify this field, is important in order to understand the contemporary tensions between power, diversity, rights, democracy and freedom in a communicative approach. Finally, questioning what new responsibilities citizens and civil society have in this new context to claim a more inclusionary, equal, democratic and diverse public sphere and what type of action it is now necessary to take to start the creation of a “robust

**Figure 2.**
Reconfiguration of citizenship category
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**Crisis in the relationship between citizenship and the nation – state concept.**
Consequence of migration, transnationalism, new informative flows, new communicative and informative regimens, globalization process, crisis of modern ideas.

**Emergency of new set of rights, duties and responsibilities.**
Cultural rights, Communicative rights, Gender rights, Sexual rights, Ecological rights, Global rights, which responds to a new kind of citizenship experiences, identities, belongings, ethnicities and subjectivities.

**Postmodernism, “second modernity” and crisis in dualistic interpretation to social categories like identity, nationality, ethnicity, power, territory and space.**
Characteristics Information society: 1. Modern society cannot be defined through a central conflict. 2. Information rather than labour power has become the key resource within modern society. 3. Impact of globalization on modern economies, politics and cultures. 4. Breakdown of belief in the ideas of progress and certainty and their replacement by risk, doubt and uncertainty. 5. Idea of reflexivity, which seriously challenges the sociological pessimism and optimism of industrial society. 6. A society based upon production shifted to a genuinely consumer society (Stevenson 2003).
civil society” (Stevenson 2003), an “active civil society” (Rey 2007), or start a real process of “civil solidarity” (Alexander 2008), could be the right approach in order to understand what the meaning of being a communicative citizen is in the information society.

**Second piece:**
The relationship between citizenship and the communicative dimensions of political, social and cultural rights

In the historical development of civil, political and social rights Marshall (1992) drew attention to, in Stevenson’s words, “the contradiction between the formation of capitalism and class, and the principle of equality enshrined within the granting of basic rights” and perceived that “the principle of civil and political rights had been granted in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, whereas the twentieth century had seen the acceptance of the idea of social rights” (Stevenson 2003, p.6). Furthermore, in the relationship between citizenship and this set of civil, political, social and cultural rights it is usual to find a different dimension in connection with various communicative issues, where the boundaries of these fields are not static, but are very dynamic, and it is common to find intersections between them.

Following scholars such as Bennet & Entman (2001), Couldry & Curran (2003), Bonilla (2004), Voltmer (2006) and Curran, lyengar, Anker, & Inka (2009) it is possible to establish the next eight communicative dimensions in civil and political rights that form the political communication field: the mediatisation of politics, the role of the mass media in Western democracies, the development of the public sphere, the responsibilities of mass media in times of elections, political marketing, public opinion makers, the relationship between governance and media and the access to governmental information and data for citizens. As a consequence, the political rights of freedom of speech and expression have a strong link to communicative values, opening the door to reconsider questions like the role of the mass media in democratic countries and how the communicative process can help to develop better democratic public spheres as well.

In this context, scholars like McNair (1999) argue that the functions of communication media in “ideal – type” democratic societies are fivefold: firstly, they must inform citizens of what is happening around them; secondly, they must educate as to the meaning and significance of the “facts”; thirdly, the media must provide a platform for public political discourse, facilitating the formation of public opinion, and feeding that opinion back to the public from whence it came. This must include the provision of space for the expression of dissent, without which the notion of democratic consensus would be meaningless. Fourthly, to give publicity to governmental and political institutions (the “watchdog” role of journalism); and finally, as a channel for the advocacy of political viewpoints (McNair 1999, pp. 21 – 22).

In the same way, Bonilla (2004) has argued that contemporary mass media “are central arenas for competition and symbolic power display, where political and social antagonists struggle for access to the public sphere” (Bonilla 2004, p. 113), and Medina and Garcia (2001) argue that the public sphere, which includes mass media, “is a permanently tense space in constant dispute when journalists and media establish cooperation, consensus, censorship, inequality, rupture, opposition and/or autonomous relationships with other communication agents - groups and institutions to access to symbolic power in society” (Medina & Garcia 2001, p. 25). Moreover, the creation of this new “mediatised agora” (Bonilla 2004), as space for thinking about the reconfiguration of new societies and how values like diversity, respect of difference and inclusion in western democracies now operate, shows the importance of social cohesion in the social structure and how mass media affects the meanings of all them.
To sum up this part, it is important to express that these civil rights such as freedom of expression, press freedom and freedom of speech have a direct relationship with the formation of democratic public spheres, and some scholars like McNair (1999), Curran (2005) and Rey (2007) have established a reciprocity between the development of democracy and the formation of plural, equal and diverse public spheres in democratic countries. Besides, political rights like freedom of association and participation in civil society and politics have important connections with communicative dimensions as well, because the public exercise of these rights is a “communicative exercise” at the same time (Rey 2007), where people become visible in the public sphere sharing meanings, discourses, narratives and points of view, developing different senses of symbolical, political and communicative belonging with their communities as well.

Equally important, in the relationship between social rights and communicative dimensions that forms the social communication field, it is common to find debates and arguments focusing on discussions of freedom of speech and freedom of expression in relation to social rights, communication for development, citizen and public media, the role of NGOs in public spheres, and the responsibilities of social civility to guarantee social rights and development in society (Beatson & Cripps 2000; Klang & Murray 2005; Barendt 2005; Gumucio-Dagron & Tuft 2006 and McPhail 2009). In this respect, efforts like the Communication Rights in the Information Society – CRIS – Campaign (2005), provides an interesting approach to this relationship between communication and social rights, developing four pillars of social communication rights: firstly, Communicating in the Public Sphere, where analyzing the role of communication and media in exercising democratic political participation in society is the main issue; secondly, Communication Knowledge, the terms and means by which knowledge generated by society is communicated, or blocked, for use by different groups; thirdly, Civil Rights in Communication, the exercise of civil rights relating to the process of communication in society; and finally, Cultural Rights in Communication, where the communication of diverse cultures, cultural forms and identities at the individual and social levels are the principal issues (Siochrú 2005).

To understand the global meaning of these rights scholars like Siochrú express that:

“Each Pillar of Communication Rights relates to a different domain of social existence, experience and practice, in which communication is a core activity and performs key functions. The rational for the
four pillars is, that each involves a relatively autonomous sphere of social action, yet depends on the others for achieving its ultimate goal - they are necessary interlocking blocks in the struggle to achieve communication rights. Action can be coherently pursued under, each, often in collaboration with other social actors concerned with the area more generally; while bridges can and must be built to the other areas if the goal is to be achieved” (Siochrú 2005, p. 39).

Similarly, the social communication field describes the relevance of citizens’ media in the communicative ecosystem, a type of media that implies “a collective embracing of new media and interaction, in a way that contests social codes, legitimized identities and institutionalized social relations, through a means of empowering the community” (Meikle 2004, p. 78), where media users (citizens) have become media producers (social action), attempting through this to change information and communication equality through participatory democracy. The relevance of defending social rights in public spheres and claiming diversity and equality in mass media, especially in terms of resources, narratives and access, the significance of cultural transformations in society and how these changes affect communicative relations of meanings, narratives, discourses and symbolic regimen, are other important issues within this field.

In this context, my main argument is that civil society is one of the principal social actors that has to develop a new type of socio-communicative regime, demanding in different spaces, fields or “socio-political arenas” the recognition of communicative social rights as citizen rights, and start a process of communicative democratization where citizen counter hegemony power and action are one of the principal resources. As result, the category of power is central in this debate, and understanding citizenship as a continuing process, and not as something static or inherited (Mouffe 1992), is one of the final aims in this challenge.

Figure 4. Social communication field
ship and cultural power, globalization and the impact of technocultures, the uses of communication as part of civil society and social action, and how culture affects communication and vice versa.

One aspect of that field paid particular attention is the relationship between inclusion and construction of public space, because the possibility of achieving a genuinely participative and educative democracy rests upon building an inclusive civil society taking a cultural approach, in Stevenson’s (2003) words:

“We need to rethink our ideas in respect of social democracy and liberalism, we also need to address the “cultural dimension” of citizenship. The emergence of new social movements and critical questions that can be related to “identity” politics has been crucial in this respect. Social movements in respect of race and ethnicity, gender and sexuality, disability and others have all sought to interrupt the construction of dominant cultures. These movements look the challenge widely held stereotypes that have been associated with the “normal” citizen has attempted to widen the “inclusive” fabric of the community, while creating space for difference and otherness. Questions of “cultural” citizenship therefore seek to rework images, assumptions and representations that are seen to be exclusive as well as marginalizing. At heart, then, these dimensions ask: how might we build an inclusive society? Crucial in this respect is how we imagine and construct public space” (Stevenson 2003, p.18).

Once again, is important to say that the boundaries of the communicative dimension of political, cultural and social rights are interconnected and related (Rey 2007) and it is usual to find similar questions with different approaches or relevancies. This is important in order to express that the necessity of establishing an inclusionary public space, a diverse, equal and participative public sphere and a strong civil society, are the main nature of the relationship between communication and rights. Moreover, the central role of the mass media in the deconstruction of public and private spaces and how global media transforms cultural meanings in society, especially in representations, stereotypes and global values through narratives and discourses, are other central topics in the cultural communication field. In this context, scholars like Martin-Barbero (1993) argue that the mass media have a particular role in the creation of national narratives and, in some contexts, the tension between hegemonic cultural discourses and diversity of cultural practices affects the revalidation of cultural rights in the public sphere (Martin-Barbero 1993, p. 45).

**Figure 5.**
Cultural communication field

1. The role of the media in the creation of inclusionary and plural narratives.
2. The visibility and representations of equality resources in the media agenda.
3. The role of communication in cultural process.
4. The relationship between media, citizenship and cultural power.
5. Globalization and the impact of technocultures.
6. The uses of communication as part of social civility and social action.
7. How culture affects communication and vice versa.
To sum up this part, it is necessary to make three assertions. Firstly, the contemporary centrality of global media in providing different narratives to more complex audiences, opens the door to rethink issues like identity, cultural rights, appropriation and cultural consumption in a more connected/disconnected world (Castells 2006), providing interconnected relations between local, national and global public spheres and cultural rights in different scales as well. Secondly, the emerging role of media literacy (McLoughlin & Scott 2010) to provide citizens with skills to access, analyze, evaluate and create media content, could be the answer to configure a stronger tie between cultural rights and inclusion in public spheres; and finally, the development of a new set of cultural policies where the respect of difference and the recognition of cultural diversity are essential issues, could be an opportunity to establish cultural centrality in the citizen rights field.

Exploring the communicative citizenship field

“Nothing is more practical than a good theory”. Jeffrey Alexander

Following the five interconnections between communication and citizenship described previously in this paper, I am going to develop the next three steps: firstly, the creation of the category of communicative citizenship and what dimensions this new concept contains; secondly, a description of the communicative citizenship model, including the provision of information as to how this category operates in the public spheres and what aims and goals follow, in connection with the role of civil society in these fields. Finally, it will explain the “methodological box”, a methodological tool to explore how this category could be analyzed and find trends of communicative citizenship in different contexts.

Three considerations will shape this theoretical exercise: firstly, this effort tries to go beyond the instrumental, parochial, relativist or mediacentric perspective that the social sciences traditionally use to comprehend the communicative field and its relation with other fields such as political, cultural or social (Hesmondhalgh & Toynbee 2008); secondly, this communicative citizenship concept aims to create a tie between communication and citizenship that crosses the disciplinary borders of social, political and communication theory, cultural and media studies, and describes the communicative regimes on different scales: global, regional, national or local. Moreover, this approach is always interconnected with the role of civil society and citizens in the construction of more democratic public spheres. Finally, this concept comes from a civil society perspective, and tries to provide more tools to build the utopian process of civil solidarity (Alexander 2006) that understands the civil sphere as a project, and where the formation of a strong civil society in public spheres could be the key to create a more free and equal world with real possibilities of justice.

Communicative citizenship concept

Following the communicative dimension of civil, political, social and cultural rights and the five contemporary interconnections between the categories of citizenship and communication described previously in this paper, I hope to have conveyed that communicative citizenship is an interdisciplinary concept that is concerned with the values of equality, solidarity, access to technology, respect of difference, participation, recognition, justice, information, knowledge and quality of life within a global arena.

This concept represents the instrumentalization of a new dimension of citizenship where communicative action is at the centre of the social dynamic, and one of its primary purposes is to understand the different communicative manifestations, actions, strategies and tactics associated with the contemporary struggle for recognition, meaning and significance for different actors in public spheres.

Furthermore, communicative citizenship can become a concept which is used to claim equal representations and plural narratives in the mass media, access to governmental information and data, guarantee of freedom of speech and expression, to promote the use of communication and
information for governance and development, to generate participatory communicative practices in public spheres and to encourage diversity within the mass media ecosystem. The citizen, civil society and the civil sphere are at the centre of the dynamic that emerges from the instrumentalization of the concept of communicative citizenship, and provides communicative agency to citizens in order to transform different social structures.

One of the more important discussions before in this paper was what new form of individual and collective citizenship experience could emerge in connection to other dimensions of citizenship, and what set of rights, duties and responsibilities it is possible to now establish. The next figure describes the relationship between communicative citizenship dimensions and the set of rights that emerge in this context.

**Figure 6. Relationship between communicative citizenship and rights**

As figure 6 shows, there are six communicative citizenship dimensions which link to a different set of communicative rights that come from communicative dimensions of civil, political, cultural and social rights. These six dimensions have a direct relation with rights and demands, because in this aspect the communicative citizenship concept tries to encourage the development of communicative agency in citizens. If by agency we understand “the ability to be able to act within a social and cultural context while making a difference to the flow of events. Agency should not be thought of as the opposite of structure, but dependent upon rules and resources generated by social structures. To have agency is defined by the ability to be able to intervene actively” (Stevenson 2003, p. 155), these linkages provide the different aims to achieve in the social structure, through citizen action.

The first dimension, *equal representations and plural narratives in the mass media*, refers to...
the possibility of claiming more diverse points of view in the narratives of mass media, especially in news and informative narratives. This dimension has a strong link to journalism practices and it is the social responsibility of mass media to provide information using different types of resources in order to describe the complexity of social reality. The access of audiences to different points of view about social issues improves the quality of public spheres, because this diversity encourages the recognition of other social actors and their demands. The rights of participation and inclusion have an important role here, and this plurality represents the first step in demanding another symbolic regime, where the equal access to other social perspectives and values could transform power relations in social structures. If multiculturalism seeks to understand how different cultures might best live together (Stevenson 2003), the aim of this dimension is to transform the mass media in plural spaces where different cultures and social actors can interact in equal conditions, and freely express arguments and reasons in the “mediatised agora” (Bonilla 2004), creating inclusive media spheres. Furthermore, the category of power is a central issue in this dimension and has an important connection to the creation of mentalities and representations in public opinion.

The second dimension, access to governmental information and data, is crucial for “enabling citizens to exercise their voice, to effectively monitor and hold government to account, and to enter into formed dialogue about decisions which affect their lives” (McLoughlin & Scott 2010, p. 29), and has a strong tie with the relationship between communications and governance. This dimension provides citizens with the ability to use information to contribute to governmental transparency and demand better governance and public services. The right to information is a central right here, establishing participation in governance for parts of civil society, and promoting equal economic development, reducing poverty and fighting corruption. At the same time, this dimension is connected with the right of communication knowledge described previously in this paper, and tries to support governmental action in favour of participation and inclusion, stimulating the capacity of public bodies to provide information in public spheres. The British national data website (data.gov.uk), The United States Open Governmental Data Project (data.gov), The City of Toronto’s official Data Set Catalogue (toronto.ca/open) and The New Zealand Open Data Catalogue (open.org.nz), are some examples of the instrumentalization of this dimension in specific contexts, using a semantic web approach.

The third dimension, guarantee of freedom of speech and expression, has a strong relationship with the historical development of civil and political rights, is one of the most traditional communicative demands, and is the dimension which press freedom is supported by. This dimension is crucial to understand the quality of democracy in a country, and is an indicator of how effective the communicative structure is in specific societies. Moreover, the right of freedom of speech is recognized in The International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and as a Human Right under Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). In this context, this communicative citizenship dimension could be directly associated with a set of values including equality, respect of difference, participation, recognition, justice, information, knowledge and quality of life. This is the only dimension that falls within the category of Human Right and is the node which interconnects the action and development of other communicative citizenship dimensions.

The fourth dimension, promote the use of communication and information for governance and development, has two sides: on the one hand, this dimension focuses on the role of the State to support independent and plural media systems, to increase access to information, to give representation to marginalized social sectors in the State communicative agenda, to enable citizen partici-
ination, social accountability and State capability, accountability and responsiveness (Mcloughlin & Scott 2010, p. 6). On the other hand, this dimension encourages the process of communication for development (C4D) in different scales, trying with this to promote social development from a communicative perspective. The United Nations (1997) expresses that communication for development “stresses the need to support two-way communication systems that enable dialogue and that allow communities to speak out, express their aspirations and concerns, and participate in the decisions that relate to their development” (United Nations 1997, p. 2). In other words, the final aims of this dimension are to use communication and mass media to empower people and communities to visualise aspirations, discover solutions to their development problems and create a more diverse public sphere through citizens’ media.

The fifth dimension, generate participatory communicative practices in public spheres, promotes the use and development of communication and information resources to improve the action of citizens, social movements and NGOs in public spheres, especially in deliberation and public participation in political decision-making. The rights of inclusion, participation, quality of life, knowledge and solidarity have a crucial relevance here, and are indicators of whether civil society has, or not, a key role in the deliberation of public policies. The final aim is to generate ideal conditions to develop a better dialogic communication or democratic deliberation process in societies, increasing civic engagement and political participation. This process should be characterized by: inclusiveness, joint ownership, learning, humanity and a long-term perspective (Pruitt & Thomas 2007).

The sixth dimension, encourage diversity within the mass media ecosystem, focuses on issues like media democratization, concentration of media ownership, fight against media homogenization and media consolidation. This dimension stimulates democratic media activism and encourages the establishment of varied mass communication offerings, and tries to overcome the actual media’s democratic deficit (Hackett & Carroll 2006). The relationship between democracy and mass media monopoly is crucial in this dimension, because without media diversity commercial and private issues overcome public interest, affecting the quality of public spheres and values like pluralism and equality. Economic issues, the tension between treating audiences as “customers” or as “citizens” for parts of mass media and market development, have an important relevance in this dimension as well.

Moreover, my principal argument at this point is that with these six dimensions is possible to encourage a communicative citizenship agency, to build a strong capacity for individuals to act independently and to make their own free communicative choices in specific contexts. One of the final goals of this citizenship experience is to start a long-term process of communicative emancipation, where citizens can develop a more active role in the configuration of their communicative and symbolic regimes and compete with other social actors for power and communicative resources in public spheres. Two considerations of this: firstly, this communicative citizenship experience is defined by claiming these six dimensions in liberal societies and by reviving the central role of citizens in the configuration of plural, equal and diverse public spheres linked to universal values of solidarity, justice and freedom. Secondly, following my argument as to the centrality of the communication and information process in contemporary societies, which I developed previously in this paper, the exercise of this communicative citizenship could help the consolidation of civil, political, cultural and social rights in Western societies. My argument is that there is an opportunity to explore other ways to promote and claim universal rights from a communicative citizenship perspective, providing communicative resources to other social actors and achieving civil society demands. This is start a two way process where an active communicative citizenship could be the base
from which to claim other sets of rights, and to exercise other types of citizenship experience at the same time.

However, it is possible to recognize the following five barriers in the instrumentalization and conception of this perspective: first, a lack of social cohesion of counter-hegemonic groups in specific contexts that affect their socio-communicative action; second, particular political and social conditions where the concept of democracy is under threat or reconfiguration; third, a lack of participation of civil society in public spaces that encourage the reproduction of social and political statu quo; fourth, a lack of interest and sense of apathy from citizens to be involved in social actions; and finally, a lack of realism regarding the effect of power and control with respect to the role of civil society in social change.

**Communicative citizenship model and public spheres**

The communicative citizenship model has a strong relationship with the development of democratic public spheres, because the perspective built in this paper privileges the exercise of communicative citizenship in public spaces, ignoring implications of this category in private spaces. This does not mean that this category does not have a relationship with private life, this relationship of course exists and is important and relevant, but for the aims of this paper I focus only on the public implications of this category. Classically, it was Jürgen Habermas in the early 1960s who described the public sphere as an institutional space where political will formation take place, via the unfettered flow of relevant information and ideas. Mediated and face-to-face interactions constitute this space (Habermas 1962). In Dahlgren’s (2001) words, “After an extensive historical overview, Habermas arrives at the view that what he calls a public sphere began to emerge within the bourgeois classes of western Europe in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

The institutional basis for this public sphere consisted of an array of milieu and media, such as clubs, salons, coffee houses, newspapers, books, and pamphlets, all of which in various (though incomplete) ways enlightenment ideas of the human pursuit of knowledge and freedom” (Dahlgren 2001, p. 34). For this German scholar the interaction in this social space embodied the ideas of rational thinking, argument and discussion, defined the construction of the public as a rational and dialogic process, and had a strong relationship with the development of the ideal of democracy in Western societies. Fundamentally, the Habermassian notion of public sphere invites us to reflect upon the relationships between media, communication and democracy, and highlights three inseparable dimensions: accessibility for all citizens to this space, the spatial dimension and the interaction between different actors through narratives, structures and institutions.

This Habermassian conception of public sphere has different critics in current social science discussions. Scholars like Fraser (1990), Calhoun (1992), Benhabib (1992), Warner (1992), Negt & Kluge (1993), Hauser (1998), Mouffe (2000) and most recently Negri and Hardt (2004) took this initial Habermassian concept and developed reconfigurations, reconsiderations and other theoretical approaches, nevertheless sharing the view of the usefulness of this initial Habermassian step. For this paper I am going to consider the public sphere in four dimensions: Firstly, as a social space (face-to-face or mediated) where matters of public importance can be discussed to determine the public interest (Stevenson 2003); secondly, as a permanently socio-political field in constant dispute, where different social actors establish relationships of cooperation, consensus, censorship, inequality, rupture, opposition or autonomy with other communication agents, groups and institutions to become visible or invisible in this field and obtain economical, political or symbolical power, public recognition and public significance (Bonilla 2004).
Thirdly, as a social interactive place without a specific centre, where four institutions - State, market, mass media and social civility - through narratives, actions and strategies, share and dispute communicative resources to form social hegemonies, affecting public mentalities and imaginaries (Bonilla 2003). Finally, as a discursive space in which social actors congregate to discuss matters of mutual interest, creating diverse waves of public opinion to influence political action (Rey 2007).

**Figure 7**
Model of public sphere

In this context, communicative citizenship tries to give more relevance, power and resources to civil society in the interaction of this actor with other institutions in the public sphere. At the same time, the six communicative citizenship dimensions have structural relations with the State, the market and the mass media, and the civil society has the opportunity to claim for these actors’ specific responsibilities in the struggle for symbolical, political and economical power. From a field theory approach (Pierre Bourdieu), my argument is that the exercise of communicative citizenship and its dimension in the public spheres could transform and reconfigure the position of civil society in specific socio-historical fields. If the final aim of this concept is to provide communicative agency to citizens and to encourage a more active participation of citizens in the construction of their communicative and symbolic regimes, this is a good opportunity for them.

Moreover, the exercise of this communicative citizenship tries to affect two dynamics: on the one hand, to break the homogeneous concept of public sphere into a heterogenic concept of public spheres, in other words, to recognize a central public sphere, the social space where the official language reproduces its issues, topics and arguments and is more legitimized in the society, but, at the same time, to recognize minority public spheres, social power thematic spaces that overcome the central public sphere and configure other types of narratives, actors, structures and dynamics that affect specific areas (Bonilla 2003). On the other hand, to analyze the formation of communicative processes, structures and regimes in Western society, and to discover on what scale and level democracy is affected by this process. The next figure describes the relationship between public sphere and communicative citizenship model.
Figure 8
Relationship between communicative citizenship model and public sphere

Figure 8 describes the ideal instrumentalization of the exercise of communicative citizenship in the public sphere. Civil society promotes communicative citizenship agency in citizens and, at the same time, the citizens improve the quality of this social institution, in a two way process. The six communicative citizenship dimensions have specific ties with other institutions like the State, the market and the mass media, in the theoretical framework of liberal societies, and form the base from which to demand rights, duties and responsibilities from these other actors for the benefit of civil society. This public sphere has different spatial references: face-to-face, mediated and virtual, and different geographical dimensions: local, national, regional and global. The communicative citizenship agency involves instruments, actions and processes to reconfigure the communicative resources of these social actors in the demand of communicative rights.
To sum up this part, two theoretical considerations: firstly, the purpose of this model is to give more power to citizens to exercise and demand rights in other ways, in this case communicative ways, amplifying the set of strategies, tactics and resources, and improving the quality of democracy in Western countries from a civil approach. Secondly, the socio-historical context determines the specific conditions of the exercise of this type of citizenship, and analyzing social structures and the development of this particular agency in these fields, is one of the final aims of this paper. In other words, the question: what type of socio-communicative regime allows the developing of what kind of communicative citizenship experience and vice versa? is crucial in this exercise, because the public sphere is a space in dispute and confrontation, and the category of power is a determinant in this process.

Communicative citizenship methodological box

In this final part, I am going to present a methodological tool to explore how this category could be analyzed and to find the trends of communicative citizenship in different contexts. This methodological tool combines quantitative methods and qualitative methods to develop a hermeneutic interpretation (Bryman 2008) and has three steps: firstly, triangulation, using qualitative research to corroborate quantitative research findings; secondly, facilitation, because one research strategy is employed in order to aid research using the other research strategy; and finally, complementary, using two research strategies in order that different aspects of an investigation can be dovetailed. Furthermore, this methodology has four phases: a literature review, a secondary analysis of quantitative data, a qualitative approach and a hermeneutic interpretation. The final methodological aim is to understand the different communicative regimes in different contexts, levels and scales, and how the communicative citizenship operates in this communicative regime.

First phase: literature review

The first phase is to develop a literature review of the particular context where the communicative citizenship category operates. The aim of this literature review is to find out the socio-historical conditions of one specific territory, and the historical trends of the relationship between citizenship, rights, democracy and communication. In other words, to develop a deep context of the particular place that is to be analyzed.

Second phase: quantitative data

The next step is to build quantitative data to examine how the six communicative citizenship dimensions operate in particular contexts. In some cases it is possible to do a secondary analysis of quantitative data, because some organizations, Governments, NGOs, universities or think tanks develop specific and useful approaches to this dimension; but, in ideal cases, to conduct independent research is pertinent. The next table shows the communicative citizenship dimensions and their quantitative category:
Table 1.
Quantitative Data and Communicative Citizenship Dimension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Quantitative Indicator</th>
<th>Possible Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Equal representations and plural narratives in the mass media.</td>
<td>- Percentage of equal representation to different social actor in the mass media narratives.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Percentage of diverse resources in mass media news.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Percentage of diversity in mass media agenda.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Percentage of use of different narratives in mass media formats.</td>
<td>- Media Monitoring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Diversity Mass Media Research.</td>
<td>- Agenda Setting Research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Media Watcher Reports.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Access to governmental information and data.</td>
<td>- Percentage of information consulted by citizens.</td>
<td>- Governmental Policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Governmental projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Guarantee of freedom of speech and expression.</td>
<td>- Percentage of freedom of speech and expression.</td>
<td>- International and national freedom of speech and expression reports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Percentage of free Press.</td>
<td>- Free press reports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Promote the use of communication and information for governance and</td>
<td>- Percentage of independent media offer.</td>
<td>- Media Monitoring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>development.</td>
<td>- Percentage of C4D projects.</td>
<td>- Diversity Mass Media Research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Percentage of social actors involved in C4D projects.</td>
<td>- Agenda Setting Research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Percentage of social actors represented in State Communicative Agenda.</td>
<td>- Media Watcher Reports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- C4D reports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Generate participatory communicative practices in public spheres.</td>
<td>- Percentage of citizens, social movements and NGOs in deliberation and public participation of political decision making.</td>
<td>- Governmental Reports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- NGOS Reports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Governmental Policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Encourage diversity within the mass media ecosystem.</td>
<td>- Percentage of monopoly and democratization of mass media in the context.</td>
<td>- Reports of the “state of art” of property structure of mass media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Governmental Reports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- NGOS Reports.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Third phase:
qualitative approach

The next phase is to conduct a qualitative approach in three steps: firstly, identify important social actors in the quantitative phase, and do a set of interviews with these actors and explore reasons, explanations and arguments of the quantitative results. Secondly, identify relevant social actors in specific positions of power to discover their opinion about the quantitative results; and thirdly, a set of interviews to people engaged with counter publics and social movements to figure out their positions on topic.

Four phase:
hermeneutic interpretation

Finally, with the quantitative and qualitative information to develop an interpretation of these results, to respond to the principal questions of this research: what type of socio-communicative
Furthermore, in this paper I argued that the traditional concept of citizenship is in crisis and now it is possible to find other types of citizenship experiences, identifications and citizenship dimensions, creating linkages with other social experiences, transnational practices, information flows, political identities and subjective recognitions. Moreover, in this work I described the political communication field, the social communication field and the cultural communication field, providing the principal discussions, approaches and main debates of the relationship between citizenship and the communicative dimensions of political, social and cultural rights.

In this context, it is important to remember that one of my principal arguments was that there is an urgent need to create a new concept or category to develop another approach to the rights, responsibilities and duties in connection with this new set of citizenship experiences, especially from the communication field, that affect other social categories like identity, ethnicity and power. If in the last decades the category of citizenship has focused on creating, or revalidating, a bond with civil, political, social and cultural rights, it is now relevant to consider other sets of rights and duties to understand the development of the current social structure and the new communicative regime. If the new social dynamic has a strong tie with communicative transformations, what kind of new citizenship experiences are emerging where the focus and centrality is the communicative process itself? What kind of new rights, responsibilities and duties is it possible to reconfigure? Could the triad “communicative regime - democracy - public sphere” be the clue to understanding the contemporary socio-communicative world in a citizenship approach? Is it possible to argue that the twenty first century is the era of communicative rights?

For these reasons, in this paper I explore in holistic terms this relationship between citizenship and the communicative dimensions of rights, creating the category, model and methodological box of the communicative citizenship concept to
provide a more comprehensive approach to this field. In summary, the communicative dimensions of citizenship need to break the boundaries of the static categories of political, cultural and social rights to introduce more complex social relations, and start to think of the centrality of communicative rights as an independent and central category. This effort tried to overcome the limitations brought about by considering communicative rights in specific fields only and the limitations in the comprehension, analysis and research of the socio-communicative field in society and its links with contemporary social science studies.
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